
Year 7 Spring Term – 7F – Acid and Alkalis
Section A: Key Vocabulary

Keyword Definition

acid A substance that turns litmus red. It has a pH of less than 7.

alkali A substance that turns litmus blue. It has a pH of more than 7.

caution
A warning to ‘take care’. Some substances need to be used 

with caution (e.g. they may cause skin irritation).

corrosive A corrosive substance can destroy metals, stonework and skin.

diluted
A substance that has had water added to it to make it less 

concentrated.

explosive

An explosive substance reacts very fast, giving out a lot of 

energy and making a lot of noise and gas. Heating may cause 

an explosion.

flammable A flammable substance catches fire easily.

hazard Something that could cause harm.

irritant An irritant substance causes skin and eyes to be sore or sting.

toxic A toxic substance is poisonous.

concentrated
A solution that contains a large amount of solid (solute) 

dissolved in a small amount of liquid (solvent).

precaution
An action taken to reduce the risk of a hazard causing harm 

(e.g. wearing eye protection when handling an acid)

risk This is the chance that a hazard will actually cause harm.

indicator A dye that changes to different colours in acids and alkalis.

neutral
A substance that is neither an acid nor an alkali. It has a pH of 

7.

pH scale

A numerical scale from 1 to 14 showing how acidic or alkaline a 

substance is. Acids have a pH below 7, neutral substances 

have a pH of 7 and alkalis have a pH greater than 7.

chemical reaction A change in which new substances are made.

neutralisation
A reaction in which an acid reacts with an alkali or a base to 

produce a salt and water only.

products
The new substances made in a chemical reaction. These are 

written on the right side, after the arrow, in a word equation.

reactants

The substances that take part in a chemical reaction. These 

are written on the left side, before the arrow, in a word 

equation.

salt
The substance (other than water) that is formed when an acid 

reacts with an alkali or a base.

word equation

An equation in which the names of the reactants are written on 

the left side, there is an arrow pointing from left to right and the 

names of the products are written on the right side. reactants 

 products

antacid
An indigestion remedy that contains a base to neutralise the 

excess acid in the stomach.

base
Any substance, soluble or insoluble, that neutralises an acid 

forming a salt and water only.

NeutralisationSection B – Important information

Neutralisation occurs when an acid and an alkali or base react. For 
example, if an acid is present, adding an alkali will neutralise the 
substance.
Farmers can use neutralisation to ensure crops grow at their best. 
Brushing your teeth with and alkali containing toothpaste neutralises 
the acids found in foods to protect your teeth.

A hazard is something that can cause 
harm.
Chemicals are labelled with hazard 
symbols to warn people of potential 
dangers.

Hazard symbols Indicators

An indicator is a substance that changes 
colour in the presence of an acid or an 
alkali. Then colour the indicator turns 
dictates how acidic or alkaline the test 
substance is. Litmus paper, universal 
indicator and red cabbage are common 
indicators used.

Word equations

Chemical reactions can be represented using the words for the 
chemicals used.

The substances reacted together are called the reactants and are on 
the left hand side of the equation. The new substances produced are 
called the products are on the right hand side of the equation. An 
arrow is used to show that new substances have been formed.

Example:

acid + alkali →           salt + water

Reactants Products

Hydrochloric acid + Magnesium hydroxide → Magnesium chloride + water


